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Program of Pre-meeting on January 15, 2013 at Institute for Nuclear Physics
9:00 am
9:20 am

morning TPC working group from 9:30 am on

Infrastructure working group from 10 am on

 lunch 1 pm – 2 pm

lab visits 19 + 20, ground floor 2 pm – 3 pm

afternoon TPC working group Studio, 1st floor from 3 pm on
PMT working group from 3 pm on
Muon working group from 4 pm on
Cryogenics and its interfaces from 4 pm on 
distillation column working group 4 pm  ?

pickup by cars, 1st possibiity Stadthotel Münster
pickup by cars, 2nd possibility Stadthotel Münster

Studio, 1st floor

104, 1st floor

Mensa / cantine

102, 1st floor
103, 1st floor
104, 1st floor
220, 2nd floor



Agenda for XENON1T Technical Meeting in Münster, Germany
January 16 & 17, 2013

Tuesday, Jan 15 

WG meetings at University Münster, organized by the WG leaders

Wednesday, Jan 16

08:50  Welcome! [Christian]
09:00 - 10:30 SESSION 1 chair: Manfred

  - XENON1T Status (reviews, funding, schedule changes, …) [Elena]

10:30 -- 11:00 Coffee

11:00 - 12:30 SESSION 2 chair: Patrick

  - Water Tank [Ehud (remotely) + Roberto Fantoni]
      - status, flanges
      - watertank construction schedule 
      - interface with Muon Veto
      - interface with calibration
      - interface with support platform
      - interface with cryostat + cryogenic line, signal/HV line, UHV line
      - interface with water plant, filling and emtpy procedure

12:30 -- 14:00 Lunch

14:00 - 16:00 SESSION 3 chair: Marc

  - Building and Infrastructure [Francesco] 
      - detailed status of floorplan, known space constraints -> what goes where? 
      - electrical installations, ventilation etc -> what is needed where? (and how much of it?)
      - timetable
      - next steps?

16:00 -- 16:30 Coffee

16:30 - 19:00 SESSION 4 chair: Uwe

   - Cooling [Guillaume] 
      - status of cooling tower
      - interface to ReStoX
      - interface to Purification; recirculation pump
      - interface to Rn tower, Kr column
      - interface to cryostat/pipes
      - interface to TPC

19:00 Dinner



Thursday, Jan 17

09:00 - 10:30 SESSION 5 chair: Laura

  - ReStoX [Subatech]
      - status
      - installation
      - interface to gas bottles
  - Safety Analysis [Guillaume] 
      - status of the reviews, things to do
      - when are we allowed to work where (in the water tank, on the roof, etc)

10:30 -- 11:00 Coffee

11:00 - 12:30 SESSION 6 chair: Hardy

  - Cryostat Support [AP]
      - status, installation, leveling
      - interface with watertank
      - interface with cryostat installation
      - interface with TPC installation
      - interface with Muon Veto installation
      - connection to general LNGS space constraints

12:30 -- 14:00 Lunch (+ CB meeting)

14:00 - 16:00 SESSION 7 chair: Francesco

  - Cryostat [Marcello]
      - cryostat materials selection
          - screening progress (availability, open samples, etc)
      - size
          - interface to TPC size
      - installation
      - feedthroughs and cables
      - access to cryostat (Xe, cooling, purification, control, cabling, 
                                                 cathode HV, LXe level, calibration, ...)

16:00 -- 16:30 Coffee
→ the first people have to leave at this point, Laura's colloqium is at 16:00

16:30 - 18:00 SESSION 8 chair: PeterS

    - Seismic Analysis [Donato]
        - status of the reviews, things to do
    - Xenon inventory  [tbd]
      - how much is required for Restox+Gas System+Rn/Kr purification+Detector?
      - how much do we have?
      - Xenon and material storage UG and above ground
   - Cleanroom infrastructure [tbd]
      - where, when, which class?


